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STATISTICS SWEDEN 
International Consulting Office 
Birgitta Lagerlöf 

MISSION REPORT 
1988-01-28 

DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEM DESIGN FOR NATIONAL HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS 

- report from a short-term mission to Harare, Zimbabwe, 
12th - 28th January 1988. 

1 Terms of reference 

The terms of reference for this mission are enclosed to this 
report as Annex 1. In short the objectives of the mission were 

- to make a comprehensive documentation of the course in systems 
design for the total processing of the ICDS 

- to make some general proposals for the standardized system 
design for NHSCP data 

2 Contacts 

Counterparts were 

Ass dir Jambwa; head of EDP unit 
Mr Govore; EDP- specialist 
Mr Mapeta; subject matter specialist 

I also had several discussions with the team leader Mr Arvidsson, 
the technical expert Mr Brolenius, Statistics Sweden, and Mr 
Backlund, Statistics Sweden, who was here for a short-term 
mission too. 

3 Background 

In August 1987 Professor Bo Sundgren and I gave a course in 
systems development and systems architecture in connection with 
statistical data processing. One proposal, in our report, was 
that we would make a documentation of for example the Intercensal 
Demographic Survey, ICDS. The documentation would cover all 
steps in the systems development methodology, infological as well 
as datalogical, and go down to the level of a systems flow in 
terms of elementary functions to be realized by software packages 
like SAS. 

The purpose with the documentation would be to show practically 
how to make a systems design and documentation for a statistical 
survey. 
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4 Systems design for the total processing of the ICDS 

The systems documentation -for the ICDS is enclosed as Annex 2. 

The design of the system has been discussed and worked out during 
fruitful meetings with my counterparts and the team leader Mr A 
Arvidsson. We have been using the questionnaires, the tabulation 
plan, the coding and editing manual and interviewer's manual and 
worked through them carefully in order to make a correct 
documentati on. 

The design is based on the systems development methodology used 
at Statistics Sweden, which in short means: 

- infological modeling 

- simple data structures (flat files and/or relational tables) 

- data processing in terms of simple functions and user— 
friendly languages 

The documentation contains: 

1 Verbal description from REALITY ANALYSIS 

Here we have written shortly about 

- Aim and function 

- Relations to other systems 

- Confidentiality and security 

It hasn't been possible to give a Timetable for production 
yet, but it ought to be added later. 

2 Descriptions from the INFOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
(The contents oriented descriptions) 

This is the phase where we have spent most of our time and 
talking. We made a complete documentation of 

- Object system ; object graph and descriptions of every 
object 

- Variable descriptions for each object 

(The variable descriptions will need to be updated with 
stratum and serial number) 

- Information needs 

(In this part the tabulation plan is translated into a more 
strict language) 
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A chapter about the statistical quality will be added later 
by the team leader. 

3 Descriptions from the DATALOGICAL ANALYSIS 
(The technique-oriented descriptions) 

- Overview 

which contains 

. the tran-formation -from objects to -flat files 

. an overview systems -flow for all the production 
steps 

- Systems flow 

Because of too many unknown facts it wasn't possible to 
give a complete detailed systems flow. The flow given here 
illustrates how to break down the overview systems flow 
into simple functions. 

The systems flow ought to be completed later. 

- Archiving 

- Record descriptions 

The record descriptions have been worked out by Mr Sovore. 
The descriptions for the tabulation files will bee added 
later on. 

- Lists and pictures - Layouts (not in the report) 

Tabulation plan. Error lists which will be worked out 
later on. 

- Forms (Questionnaires etc) 

- EDP processes 

Many of the EDP processes are self describing within the 
systems flow and don't need to bee described here. But this 
part is not complete yet. 

- Data entry (not in the report) 

Instructions are not worked out yet. They are dependent of 
which software will be used for the data entry. The VAX 
computer has just been installed and Mr Brolenius is trying 
to find out if the software DATATRIEVE could be used for 
the data entry. 

- Manual processes (not in the report) 

Coding and editing manual and other instructions for the 
different manual processes. 
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4 General proposals for the standardized system design for 
NHSCP data 

My opinion is that the documentation work with the ICDS should be 
completed and -finalized while working on the survey. It should 
also be completed with programs used -for the processing. 
Thorough documentation of the ICDS will then serve as a manual 
•for other systems. 

I also suggest that the software SAS should be used -for the 
processes except -for the data entry. Since SAS is a quite complex 
software package, it is important that the SAS courses are 
care-fully tailored to cover the most urgent needs of CSO. 
Therefore I think that the first SAS courses should cover the 
different types of simple functions and programs needed in ICDS. 
On my request, Mr Backlund has described in a paper how simple 
functions, needed for data manipulation (sort, select, aggregate 
match . . . ) , can be translated into SAS procedures. This paper is 
enclosed to my report as Anne:-: 3. In the future some additional 
SAS modules could be bought to cover the data entry as well. Mr 
Backlund has written a paper on this topic too. 
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Annex 1 

STATISTICS SWEDEN 
A Arvidsson 
/termbl/ 

87-11-11 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEM DESIGN FOR NATIONAL HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS 

Background 

One of the major bottle-necks in the production process at the 
CSO has been the EDP-processing of collected data. In order to 
eliminate this a lot o-f actions have been taken. A re
organisation o-f the office meaning the establishment o-f an EDP-
unit is one action. Another is the installation o-f an own mini
computer, allowing the CSO to have direct control over a greater 
part o-f the EDP processing. 

Other parts in this process are the -formulation o-f a EDP-policy 
•for CSO and the creation o-f a standardized systems design -for the 
processing of the surveys within the National Household Survey 
Capability Programme, NHSCP. 

As an initial phase in creating a standardized systems design a 
course in systems development was given August 1987. (SYSTEMS 
DEVELOPMENT IN THE CENTRAL STATISTICAL OFFICE OF ZIMBABWE. REPOT 
FROM A COURSE GIVEN DURING A MISSION TO HARARE. ZIMSTAT 1987:13). 
The course included basic concepts in system design, 
documentation, so-ftware tools, statistical information systems 
etc. Except -from these theoretical parts practical parts were 
included using the Labour Force Survey (LFS) and the Intercensal 
Demographic Survey (ICDS) as case studies. 

The coming surveys included in the NHSCP are expected to be 
processed in the VAX system and it has been decided that the 
first survey, will be the ICDS, starting with data entry around 
February 1988. The tabulation of the LFS, stored in the Jet-
network, is under consideration to be made in the VAX-system. 

To prepare for this processing there is a need for assitance from 
Statistics Sweden in creating a total systems design for the 
processing of the ICDS. The development of this system design has 
to take into account the need for a standardized design as well 
as the new computer configuration. 

Objectives of the mission 

The following will be the objectives for the mission: 

- to make a comprehensive documentation of the course in systems 
design giving a system design for the total processing of the ICDS 

- to make some general proposals for the standardized system 
design for processing of NHSCP data 



The consultant is also expected to assist in the -formulation o-f 
terms o-f reference -for a mission on review o-f the production 
system -for the agricultural statistics. 

Time schedule and counterparts 

The mission is to be carried out by Mrs Birgitta Lagerloe-f during 
January 11th to January 29th. The counterparts will be Ass dir 
Jambwa and Mr Govore. 



Annex 2 

SYSTEMS DOCUMENTATION 



1.1 AIM AND FUNCTION 

The Intercensal Demographic Survey 1st round, ICDS, is an 
enumeration of households in selected areas, to gather data on 
demographic characteristics of the population. The ICDS is 
carried out within the National Survey Capability Programme, 
NHSCP. 

The aim of the ICDS is 

(i) To update the sampling frame and design currently used in 
Household Surveys. 

(ii) To provide a basis for updating statistics on population 
and on demographic and socio-economic variables in 
relation to the 1982 census. 

(iii) To serve as a pilot study for the 1992 census. 



1.3 RELATION TO OTHER SYSTEMS. 

(i) The 1982 census provides the sampling -frame. 

(ii) ICDS provides the following-

- an update to statistics and projections based on the 
1982 census. 

- the basis for updating the sample -frame for other-
modules of the NHSCP. 

- sample / subsample for the forthcoming and more 
detailed ICDS R0UND2. 

- serves as a pilot study for the 1992 census. 



1.4 CONFIDENTIALITY AND SECURITY. 

Information obtained from the survey is confidential and will 
only be used to compile statistics which will be published in an 
aggregated form. No information on induviduals / specific 
households can be divulged. Questionnaires are not to be left 
lying around where unauthorized persons may have access to them. 
Movement of the questionnaires is to be strictly controlled. 



2.1 OBJECT SYSTEM, OBJECT GRAPH 
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2.1 OBJECT SYSTEM , OBJECT DESCRIPTION 



2.2 VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
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3.2 SYSTEMS FLOW 
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3.3 ARCHIVING 

The common rule is to archive the cleaned flat -files a-fter the 
editing and correction processes. In this system, that would mean 
that the files PERSON and DECE should be archived a-fter being 
corrected. But i-f it seems possible that the tabulation-files will 
be used -for more tabulation including the derived variables it 
could be wiser to save PERS0NH.A62 and DEC.A70. 

Since the WOMAN--file probably isn't complete a-fter the editing 
processes I recommend you to save W0MANP.A68 (= WOMANP coming 
•from process A68) . 

My recommendation from what I believe today (27/1-88) is: 

Archive PERS0NH.A62 DEC.A70 WOMANP.A68 



4.1 

Record description for HOUSEHOLD - including derived variables 



4.1 

Record description for PERSON - excluding derived variables 



4.1 

Record description for DECEASED - excluding derived variables 



4.1 

Record description for DECEASED - including derived variables 



4.1 

Record description for WOMEN >= 12 YEARS 





4.3 
Intercensal Demographic Survey 1987/88 

Round One, August 1987 
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5.1 EDP PROCESSES 



5. 1 EDP PROCESSES 



DEFINE 

DATA NEW; 
SET OLD; 
IF <expression> THEN DO; 

<new variable> = <expression>; 
END; 

Note: The IF statement is optional. More than one 
statement within the DO END clause is allowed. 

SORT 

PROC SORT DATA=OLD OUT=NEW; 
BY <list of variables>; 

Note: When omitting the option OUT= the input SAS 
data set will be sorted and replace the not sorted. 
Optional is sorting descending on variables in 
the BY list. 

FORMAT 

Note: While SAS are storing data in its own format 
in libraries of SAS Data Sets, it is not necessary 
to change the internal format. If it is desired 
to write the data to an ordinary flat file this 
can easily be done using the PUT statement in the 
DATA step. 

COLLAPSE 

PROC SORT DATA=OLD; 
BY <list of variables>; 

DATA NEW; 
SET OLD; 
BY <list of variables>; 
IF FIRST.<last variable in BY list>; 

Note: It is always possible to specify a sufficient 
list of variables which taken together must give 
an unique characteristic to the observation, thus 
enabling eliminating of duplicates. 



Annex 3 

THE BASE OPERATOR SYSTEM IN TERMS OF SAS 

by Sten Bäcklund, Statistics Sweden 

In the following I will try to outline the Base 
Operator System (BOS) in terms of SAS (Statistical 
Analysis System). Firstly, it has to be pointed 
out that while BOS refers to flat files, SAS refers 
to so called SAS Data Sets. The latter can be 
regarded as flat files but with some important 
distinctions : 

. they are organised in observations and 
variables instead of records and fields 
. they contain metadata, meaning information 
about the dataset itself 

So let us see what the corresponding SAS statements 
could be for the different operators. 

PROJECT 

DATA NEW(KEEP=<list of variables)); 
SET OLD; 

Note: An alternative is the statement (or option) 
DATA NEW(DROP=<list of variables); 

AGGREGATE 

PROC SUMMARY DATA=OLD NWAY; 
CLASS <list of variables>; 
VAR <list of variables>; 
OUTPUT OUT=NEW 

N= SUM= MAX= MIN= 
/ 

Note: In addition a lot of other statistics can 
be specified, i.e. the variance, standard 
deviation, range. Also aggregates on all possible 
crossings of CLASS-variables can be achieved by 
excluding the NWAY option in the PROC statement. 

SELECT 

DATA NFW; 
SET OLD; 
IF Restriction expression); 



UNION 

DATA NEW; 
SET OLD1 OLD2; 
BY <list of variables>; 
IF FIRST.<last variable in BY list>; 

Note: The statements requires that the sets OLD1 
and OLD2 are sorted on the variables in the BY 
list. This will ensure that these data sets are 
interleaved meaning that the resulting set NEW 
will contain all observations in those two sets 
but sorted. The IF statement removes duplicates. 

JOIN 

DATA NEW; 
MERGE 0LD1(IN=IN1) OLD2(IN=IN2); 
BY <list of variables>; 
IF INI & IN2; 

Note: The statements requires that the sets 0LD1 
and 0LD2 are sorted on the variables in the BY 
list. The boolean variables INI and IN2 are flags 
indicating if the observation created uses 
information from 0LD1 or OLD2. The IF statement 
will then be true only if there is a match. 

MINUS 

DATA NEW; 
MERGE 0LD1(IN=IN1) OLD2(IN=IN2); 
BY <list of variables>; 
IF INI & ÂIN2; 

Note: Se the note for the JOIN operator. 

O JO IN 
DATA NEW; 

MERGE 0LD1(IN=IN1) OLD2(IN=IN2); 
BY <list of variables>; 

Note: Se the note for the JOIN operator. No flags 
are needed. 

IMPORT 

Note : The operator is not needed because SAS has 
its own internal format. 



EXPORT 

Note: The operator is not needed because SAS has 
its own internal format. 

MDFILE 

PROC DATASETS DDNAME=<SAS Data Library name); 
MODIFY OLD; 
<statements>; 

MDSHOW 

PROC CONTENTS DATA=OLD HISTORY; 

MDDELETE 

PROC DATASETS DDNAME=<SAS Data Library name); 
DELETE OLD; 

MDCOPY 

DATA NEW; 
SET OLD; 

MDRENAME 

PROC DATASETS DDNAME=<SAS Data Library name>; 
RENAME OLD=NEW; 

NOTE: 

The Control Statements and the Service Statements 
in the Base Operation Description are not needed 
within the SAS system. 
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